[Development of gene therapy for hematopoietic stem cell using viral vectors].
Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are attractive targets for gene therapy of inherited and acquired disorders in hematopoietic system in that they possess the properties of self-renewal, proliferation, and multi-lineage differentiation. For successful gene therapy, the viral vector-mediated gene addition strategy has two essential prerequisites: 1) the efficient transfer of therapeutic gene into HSC; 2) the long-term and stable expression of the transgene at therapeutic levels. The oncoretrovirus-derived vectors are best understood and most widely investigated. Recent successful cases of gene therapy for severe combined immunodeficiency due to adenosine deaminase or gamma c chain deficiencies have provided strong evidences that retrovirus-mediated gene transfer into HSC will work in clinical treatment. While these results are encouraging, some obstacles remain to be circumvented including low efficiency of gene transfer and gene silencing in retroviral vector system. The therapeutic gene can be efficiently introduced into HSC by HIV-1-based lentiviral vector due to its capability to infect the quiescent cells. A variety of preclinical studies are now conducted and a number of valuable results highlight the efficacy of lentiviral-mediated gene transfer into HSC. However, the potential value of lentiviral vectors in human gene therapy remains to be demonstrated. Adeno-associated virus vector is an alternative to retroviral and lentiviral vectors. This review summarizes the characteristics of integrating vectors, the improved HSC transduction protocols, and the optimized gene expression strategies and outlines the important advances of preclinical and clinical trials in hematopoietic stem cell gene therapy.